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Abstract
Spatial and spatio-temporal single-structure point process models are widely
used in epidemiology, biology, ecology, seismology . . . . However, most natu-
ral phenomena present multiple interaction structure or exhibit dependence at
multiple scales in space and/or time, leading to define new spatial and spatio-
temporal multi-structure point process models. In this paper, we investigate
and review such multi-structure point process models mainly based on Gibbs
and Cox processes.
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Multi-scale process, Multi-structure process.
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1. Introduction
Fundamental concepts of the theory of point processes emerged from life
tables, renewal theory and counting problems [28]. The modern theory has
mainly been developed between 1940’s and 1970’s (see e.g. the monographs
by Palm [69], Feller [36], Bartlett [12], Mate´rn [59] and Cox [23, 24]) and is
linked to nonlinear techniques in stochastic process theory [13, 14]. From 1980’s
spatial and spatio-temporal point processes have then become a subject on their
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own right. Today, they cover a plethora of applications in ecology, forestry,
astronomy, epidemiology, seismology, fishery. . .
Spatial (and spatio-temporal) point process data are a collection of points
for which locations (and times) of occurrence have been observed in a specified
spatial region (and temporal period). Usually, the terms points and events are
respectively used for arbitrary locations and for observations. The main goals
in the analysis of point patterns concern the specification of intensity variations
(first-order moment), interaction between events (second-order moment) and
model identification for the underlying process. Processes are often classified
into three classes of interaction structure [30]:
• randomness : In the absence of any interaction between events, a point
pattern is said Completely Spatially (or Spatio-Temporally) Random in
the sense that the probability that an event occur at any point is equally
likely to occur anywhere within a bounded region and that its location
(and time) is independent of each any other event. This property provides
the standard baseline against which point patterns are often compared.
The simplest and most fundamental point process for modelling a complete
random distribution of points is the Poisson point process [53, 54]. It is
used as null hypothesis for statistical test of interaction [31, 50].
• clustering or aggregation: In a clustered distribution, events tend to be
closer than would be expected under complete randomness. Clustered
patterns are mainly modelled by Cox processes [25], in particular log-
Gaussian Cox processes [60, 16, 17, 34], Poisson Cluster processes [65, 18,
38] and Shot-Noise Cox processes [15, 64, 63].
• inhibition or regularity: In a regular distribution, events are more evenly
spaced than would be expected under complete randomness. This struc-
ture can be modelled by Strauss processes [82, 27], Mate´rn hard core
processes [59, 37] or determinantal point processes [58, 55].
Gibbs processes [77, 74, 29] offer a large class of models which allow any of the
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above interaction structure.
These single-structure point process models are too simplistic to describe
phenomena with interactions at different spatial or spatio-temporal scales. That
is for instance the case of seismic data as the different sources of earthquakes
(faults, active tectonic plate and volcanoes) produce events with different dis-
placements [78] and can be seen as the superposition of background earthquakes
(which are distributed over a large spatio-temporal scale with low density) and
clustered earthquakes (which are distributed over a small spatio-temporal scale
with high density) [71]. Such multi-structure phenomena motivate statisticians
to construct new spatial point process models, e.g. in ecology [57, 87, 73], in
epidemiology [47] and in seismology [78, 79], mainly based on Gibbs processes,
but not only [56]. There are very few spatio-temporal models: [40] and [76]
modeled the multi-scale spatio-temporal structure of forest fires occurrences by
log-Gaussian Cox processes (LGCP) and multi-scale Geyer saturation process
respectively, [48] developed a multi-scale area-interaction model for varicella
cases and [52] modelled the locations of muskoxen herds by LGCP with a con-
structed covariate measuring local interactions.
In the spatial point processes literature, three general approaches are consid-
ered for constructing multi-structure point process models: hybridization [10],
thinning and superposition [19]. Hybridization consists in combining two or
more point process models [9]. Spatial hybrids of Gibbs models are defined
in [10] and hybrids of area-interaction potentials in [73]. Extension of the hy-
bridization approach to the spatio-temporal framework has recently been consid-
ered in [48, 76]. Thinning consists in deleting points of a point process according
to some probabilistic rule which is either independent or dependent of thinning
other points [19]. This operation allows to get point processes with inhibition
at small scales and attraction at large scales [6, 56]. Superposition of several
processes is the union of the points of each process. It can be useful to model
multi-scale clustered processes [87].
In this paper, we give a thorough overview of available methods and models
for spatial and spatio-temporal multi-structure point process data. In Section 2,
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we review the required preliminaries which include definitions and properties of
point processes and single-structure models. In Section 3, we investigate the spa-
tial and spatio-temporal multi-structure point process models based on Gibbs
and Cox processes and other methods for introducting new multi-structure mod-
els. Finally, Section 4 provides concluding remarks and discusses directions for
future research.
2. Inhomogeneity and structures in point patterns
2.1. Definitions
We consider a finite spatial or spatio-temporal point process X observed
in W , where W denotes either a spatial region W ⊂ Rd or a spatio-temporal
region W × T ⊂ Rd ×R. We denote x a realization of the point process, i.e. a
collection of events {xi}i=1,...,n (or {(xi, ti)}i=1,...,n) ⊂ W . Let ξ be any point
in W . We refer to [28, 19] (resp. [33, 35, 43]) for more formal definitions of
spatial (resp. spatio-temporal) point processes. Without loss of generality, we
set d = 2 throughout this paper. The main characteristics driving the spatial
(resp. spatio-temporal) distribution of points are the intensity function, which
governs the univariate distribution of the points of X , and the pair correlation
function, which governs the bivariate distribution of the points of X , i.e. the
interaction between events. In the following we remind some definitions and
properties when X is a spatial or a spatio-temporal point process.
Campbell’s theorem [19] relates the expectation of a function, h assumed to
be non-negative and measurable, summed over a point process X to an integral
involving the mean measure of the point process :
E

 6=∑
ξ1,...,ξk∈X
h(ξ1, . . . , ξk)

 = ∫ . . . ∫ h(ξ1, . . . , ξk)λ(k)(ξ1, . . . , ξk)Πki=1dξi,
where ξi ∈ W and λ(k), k ≥ 1, are the product densities. For a simple point
process, i.e. ξi 6= ξj for i 6= j, if they exist, the product densities are re-
lated to the counting measure N in infinitesimal spatial or spatio-temporal
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regions dξ1, . . . ,dξk ⊂ W , around ξ1, · · · , ξk, with volumes |dξ1|, · · · , |dξk| :
P [N(dξ1) = 1, . . . , N(dξk) = 1] = λ
(k)(ξ1, . . . , ξk)Π
k
i=1dξi. Thus, the intensity
function is related to the expected number of points in infinitesimal regions
λ(ξ) = λ(1)(ξ) = lim
|dξ|→0
E[N(dξ)]
|dξ|
and the pair correlation function is defined by
g(ξi, ξj) =
λ(2)(ξi, ξj)
λ(ξi)λ(ξj)
. (1)
A point process is homogeneous when its intensity is constant, λ(ξ) = λ, ∀ξ,
inhomogeneous otherwise. In practice, the inhomogeneity is often driven by en-
vironmental covariates and we account for them by using parametric models for
the intensity function [9]. Under the assumption of stationarity, the properties
of the point process are invariant under translation and the process is homoge-
neous. The second-order stationarity states that the second-order intensity only
depends on the difference between points λ(2)(ξi, ξj) = λ
(2)(ξi− ξj). Because in
practice most of processes are inhomogeneous, [8, 39] weakened it and defined
the second-order intensity-reweighted stationary assumption for which the pair
correlation function (1) is well-defined and a function of ξi − ξj . [85] provides
general concepts of factorial moment properties. The previous definition of in-
homogeneous processes is not unique, [45] defined inhomogeneous model classes
(including the class of reweighted second-order stationary processes) into the
common general framework of hidden second-order stationary processes. The
pair correlation function describes the structure of dependence/interaction be-
tween points : g(ξi, ξj) = 1, > 1 and < 1 indicates that the pattern is, respec-
tively, completely random, clustered and regular.
Assume that the distribution of the point process is defined by a probability
density f(x) with respect to the distribution of a unit rate Poisson process. The
probability density can be used to study point processes. It can be viewed as the
probability of getting the point pattern x, divided by the same probability under
Complete Randomness [9]. The mathematical form of the probability density
determines the structure of the point process, see [21, 22] about formulation of
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the density of point processes. A closely related concept is the Papangelou con-
ditional intensity function [70], which has been extended to the spatio-temporal
framework by [27]. It is defined by
λ(ξ|x) = f(x
⋃
ξ)
f(x)
, (2)
for ξ /∈ x provided f(x) 6= 0.
2.2. Classical point process models
We refer to [31, 64, 50, 19, 9] and [27, 33, 35, 37, 43] for a presentation of
most of spatial and spatio-temporal point process models. Hereafter we only
focus on the ones mentioned/used in Section 3 to construct multi-structure point
process models, namely the Poisson, Cox and Gibbs processes.
Poisson point processes
The Poisson point process is the reference model for independence of the lo-
cations of events, i.e. for complete spatial (or spatio-temporal) randomness. It
is also the simplest and most widely used inhomogeneous point process model.
Poisson point processes with intensity function λ(ξ) are defined by two postu-
lates :
• The number of points in any region B ⊆ W , N(B), follows a Poisson
distribution with parameter
∫
B
λ(ξ)dξ,
• For all B ⊆ W , given N(B) = n, the n events in B form an indepen-
dent random sample from the distribution on B with probability density
function λ(ξ)/
∫
B
λ(ξ)dξ.
The probability density of a Poisson point process with respect to the unit rate
Poisson process is
f(x) = exp
(
|W|−
∫
W
λ(ξ)dξ
)
Πξ∈xλ(ξ).
Then, from Equation (2), the Papangelou conditional intensity is λ(ξ|x) = λ(ξ)
and λ(2)(ξi, ξj) = λ(ξi)λ(ξj), so that g(ξi, ξj) = 1.
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Cox processes
Cox processes, so-called doubly stochastic point processes [23], are consid-
ered as a generalization of inhomogeneous Poisson processes where the intensity
is a realization of a random field Λ = {Λ(ξ)}ξ∈W . These models are particularly
useful as soon as spatial variation in events density reflects both the environ-
ment and dependence between events. Moreover, their first- and second-order
moments being tractable, they are very attractive. We have
λ(ξ) = E[Λ(ξ)] and g(ξi, ξj) =
E[Λ(ξi)Λ(ξj)]
λ(ξi)λ(ξj)
= 1 +
cov (Λ(ξi),Λ(ξj))
λ(ξi)λ(ξj)
. (3)
The probability density f(x) = E
[
exp
(|W|− ∫
W
Λ(ξ)dξ
)
Πξ∈xΛ(ξ)
]
is intractable
for these processes. Consequently, the Papangelou conditional intensity is not
known. The second-order intensity function λ(2)(ξi, ξj) = E [Λ(ξi)Λ(ξj)] is only
tractable for two special cases of Cox processes, that we present below, the Shot
Noise Cox process and the log-Gaussian Cox process.
Shot noise Cox processes [61] (SNCP) are a wide class of Cox processes
associated to
Λ(ξ) =
∑
(c,γ)∈Φ
γk(c, ξ),
where Φ is a Poisson point process on W × [0,∞) with intensity measure ζ and
k(c, ·) is a density function on W , ∀c ∈ W . The intensity and pair correlation
function are
λ(ξ) =
∫
γk(c, ξ)dζ(c, γ) and g(ξi, ξj) = 1 +
∫
γ2k(c, ξi)k(c, ξj)dζ(c, γ)
λ(ξi)λ(ξj)
.
SNCP include Poisson cluster processes, i.e. a Poisson process in which each
point is replaced by a cluster of points, the original point is considered as the
cluster center [26]. When the points in the cluster are independently and identi-
cally distributed about the cluster centre, the process is referred to as a Neyman-
Scott process [65]. Two mathematically tractable models of Neyman-Scott pro-
cesses are the Thomas process [83], where k is a zero-mean normal density, and
the Mate´rn cluster process, where k is a uniform density on a ball centered at
the origin.
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Log-Gaussian Cox processes (LGCP) have been introduced in [60], consid-
ering that the intensity is a log-Gaussian process : Λ(ξ) = exp (Y (ξ)), where Y
is a real-valued Gaussian random field, with mean function µ(ξ) and covariance
function C(ξi, ξj). In that case, from Equation (3) we have
λ(ξ) = exp (µ(ξ) + C(ξ, ξ)/2) , ∀ξ ∈ W and g(ξi, ξj) = exp (C(ξi, ξj)) , ∀ξi, ξj ∈ W .
The expression of the pair correlation function shows that the interaction is con-
trolled by the second-order moment of Y . If C(ξi, ξj) ≥ 0, we get g(ξi, ξj) > 1
and clustering. As they are based on a latent random field describing the inten-
sity, LGCPs have a hierarchical structure making them particularly flexible [50].
Note that the interaction is controlled through the second-order moment of the
Gaussian random field, so that LGCPs do not describe the mechanistic process
generating the points what is the case of most of Gibbs processes (see below)
for which the dependence between points is controlled through local interaction
between pairs of points.
Gibbs point processes
A finite Gibbs point process on W admits a density
f(x) = exp (−Ψ(x)) (4)
w.r.t. the Poisson process of unit intensity on W . The potential function Ψ is
often specified as the sum of pair potentials :
Ψ(ξ1, . . . , ξn) = α0 +
∑
i
α1(ξi) +
∑
i<j
α2(ξi, ξj) + · · ·+ αn(ξ1, . . . , ξn), (5)
with α0 a normalizing constant for the density and the pair potentials α1, α2, . . .
which determine the contribution to the potential from each δ-uple of points.
Note that, if the αδ, δ ≥ 2 are identically zero, the process is Poisson with
intensity λ(ξ) = exp(−α1(ξ)). Hence, α1 can be viewed as controlling a spatial
(or spatio-temporal) trend, while the αδ, δ ≥ 2 control the interactions between
events. The normalizing constant is generally intractable, so it is often impos-
sible to compute the intensity and pair correlation function of Gibbs processes.
However, the Papangelou conditional intensity can be computed [22].
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When the interaction between points is restricted to pairs, i.e. for
f(x) = αΠiβ(ξi)Πi<jγ(ξi, ξj),
with α > 0, β an intensity function and γ a symmetric interaction function, the
process is called pairwise interaction process [30, 84]. A well-known example of
such processes is the Strauss process [82] for which
f(x) = αβn(x)γs(x),
where β, γ > 0, n(x) is the number of points in x and s(x) the number of
neighbour pairs of x at distances less than a given distance R. When γ = 0, we
get the Hard Core process. Note that in the Strauss process, γ should be smaller
than 1 otherwise the density is no integrable. [41] modified the Strauss process
and proposed the Geyer saturation process in which the overall contribution
from each point is trimmed to never exceed a maximum value. We thus have
f(x) = αβn(x)Πξ∈xγ
min(s,t(ξ,r,x)),
where α, β, γ, r, s are parameters and t(ξ, r,x) is the number of other events
lying with a distance r of the point ξ.
3. Multi-structure point process models
Spatial and spatio-temporal single-structure point process models presented
in the previous section are generally used when only one type of interaction
governs the structure of the point pattern. When there are indications that the
spatial or spatio-temporal structure combines several structures or varies with
ranges of distances, we need to consider multi-structure point process models.
We present in this section some of these models derived from the classes of
Gibbs and Cox processes. By nature, few spatial point processes can exhibit
directly several structures and/or scales of interaction and we recall some use-
ful construction techniques to incorporate the multi-structure: hybridization,
thinning, superposition or clustering.
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3.1. Models based on Gibbs processes
Gibbs point processes are mainly used to model repulsion structure in point
patterns, even if some examples exist for modelling low clustering [19]. Their
definition through the potential function Ψ fit well in the statistical mechanics
framework where the spatial modelling of particles needs often to consider their
interaction. It is common in various domains (mechanics, biology. . . ) to observe
repulsion at short range and aggregation at medium-long range of entities, lead-
ing to define multi-structure point processes models.
For pairwise interaction processes, some parametric potential functions can
be defined to take into account multiple scales of interaction, see e.g. [77, 67,
72, 20, 44]. We consider in the sequel the homogeneous case, i.e. when α1 is
constant and the pair potential function α2(ξi, ξj) = α2(‖ξi − ξj‖) in (5).
The Lennard-Jones pair potential function, well-known in statistical me-
chanics, is given by
α2(r) = ǫ1
(σ
r
)m1 − ǫ2 (σ
r
)m2
, ∀r > 0
where m1 > m2, ǫ1, σ > 0 and in the multi-structure case ǫ2 > 0. Another one
is the step potential function given by
α2(r) = cl if Rl−1 < r ≤ Rl ∀l = 1, · · · ,m
where R0 = 0, Rm =∞, c1 =∞, cm = 0 and cl ∈ R for l = 2, · · · ,m− 1. The
resulting model is an extension of the Strauss process to the multi-scale frame-
work [72]. The square-well potential is obtained with l = 2. More recently,
[42] introduced a pair potential function varying smoothly over distance with
scale interactions defined through a differential system of equations. Other pair
potential functions can be found in the literature for modeling multi-structure
phenomena, e.g. in [67, 19].
Some of these pair potential functions define multi-scale generalizations of
single scale Gibbs processes. Indeed, the step potential functions of homoge-
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neous pairwise interaction processes in [30] and [72] represent multi-scale exten-
sions of the Strauss process where the density is given by
f(x) = αβn(x)
m∏
l=1
γ
sl(x)
l ,
where sl(x) =
∑
i<j 1(Rl−1 < ‖ξi − ξj‖≤ Rl).
In the same way, the multi-scale generalization of the area-interaction model
has been introduced in [3, 4, 5] with a two-scale structure and in [73] for multi-
scale marked area-interaction processes. Its density function in a homogeneous
multi-scale case is given by
f(x) = αβn(x)
m∏
l=1
exp(−κlU(x, rl))
where U(x, rl) is the d-dimensional volume of the set W ∩
⋃
ξ∈x b(ξ, rl), with
b(ξ, rl) the ball centered at ξi of radius rl > 0. The sign of κl defines the lth
structure : inhibition if negative, clustering otherwise. [66] used area-interaction
point processes for bivariate point patterns for modelling both attractive and
inhibitive intra- and inter-specific interactions of two plant species.
[10] defined a new class of multi-scale Gibbs point processes named hybrid
models and including the two previous generalization examples. This unified
framework allows to define properly generalizations of single-scale Gibbs point
processes by preserving Ruelle and local stability [84]. This hybridization tech-
nique consists in defining the density function of a multi-scale point process
model as the product of several densities of Gibbs point processes, so that
f(x) = cf1(x)...fm(x)
where c is a normalization constant and fl is a Gibbs density function for
l = 1, · · · ,m. The choice of the normalization constant allows to well define
a probability density in the case where the product f1...fm is integrable. The
integrability condition is of course essential and induced by others conditions
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on the fl (Ruelle statbility, local stability or hereditary, see [10]) which play
an important role in simulation algorithms and are established in general to
demonstrate the model validity of the hybrid process.
[10] introduced the spatial multi-scale Geyer saturation point process that
was applied in epidemiology by [47] and in seismology by [78] and [79]. [76] ex-
tend the definition and the estimation procedure in the general case of an inho-
mogeneous spatio-temporal multi-scale Geyer saturation process which density
is given by
f(x) = c
∏
ξ∈x
λ(ξ)
m∏
l=1
γ
min{sl,n(C
ql
rl
(ξ);x)}
l (6)
where λ ≥ 0 is a measurable and bounded function, γl, rl, ql and sl > 0 are the
model parameters and n(Cqr (ξ);x) =
∑
ξi∈x\ξ
1{||xi − x||≤ rl, |ti − t|≤ ql} is
the number of other points in x which are in a cylinder centred on ξ ∈ x with
spatial and temporal radii rl and ql. For fixed l ∈ {1, . . . ,m}, when 0 < γl < 1
we would expect to see inhibition between events at spatio-temporal scales. On
the other hand, when γl > 1 we expect clustering between events. We observe
that Equation (6) reduces to an inhomogeneous Poisson process when sl = 0
∀l ∈ {1, . . . ,m}. [75] used a multitype generalization of Gibbs point processes
with point-to-point interactions at different spatial scales in order to model a
complex rainforest data of 83 species.
The definition of hybrid Gibbs models does not impose to consider the same
m Gibbs models which is emphasized in [9]. In this way, [11] applied a hybrid
model with three model structures at different ranges of distance to the spatial
pattern of halophytic species distribution in an arid coastal environment. They
considered a hardcore process at very short distances, a Geyer process at short
to medium distances and a Strauss process for the structure at large distances.
3.2. Models based on Cox processes
Cox processes are mainly defined from additive or log-linear random intensity
functions. Their hierarchical structure allows to quantify the various sources of
variation governing the spatial or spatio-temporal distribution of the pattern
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of interest. They are widely used for modelling environmental and ecological
patterns.
Cluster Cox processes and superposition
Some Cox processes are obtained by clustering of offspring points around
parent points and correspond to specific cases of cluster processes. This two-
step construction allows to consider easily different structures for the patterns
of parents and offspring.
[62] introduced the class of Generalized Shot Noise Cox processes (GSNCP),
extending the definition of SNCP, and allowing relevant multi-structure point
processes for modelling regularity and clustering in many applications. This
class has two advantages. Firstly, the parent process is not restricted to be
Poisson, as in Neyman-Scott processes, and can be a repulsive Gibbs point
process in order to add inhibition between the clusters. Secondly, in each cluster,
the intensity and the bandwidth of the dispersion kernel can be random. By
consequence, a GSNCP is a Cox process driven by a random field of the form
Λ(ξ) =
∑
(c,γ,h)∈Φ
γkh(c, ξ),
where Φ is a point process on W× [0,∞)× [0,∞) and h is a bandwidth for the
kernel density kh(c, ·). So, given Φ, a GSNCP is distributed as the superposi-
tion ∪lXl of independent Poisson processes with intensity functions γlkhl(cl, ·)
where {γl}l, {hl}l are random and Φcent = {cl}l is the parent process. In
population dynamics, with G0 a Poisson process for the initial population and
Gn+1 a GSNCP where the cluster centers are given by Gn, the superposition of
GSNCPs G0, G1, . . . is a spatial Hawkes process [46]. The GSNCP class con-
tains the special cluster Cox process defined in [88], where the parents process
is a Strauss process. This model coupling inhibition at medium/long range and
aggregation in cluster is applied to tree locations in a rain-forest, in order to
consider the competition and reproduction mechanisms. [1] and [2] generalized
the Neymann-Scott process by considering a log-Gaussian Cox process model
for the parents, instead of a homogeneous Poisson process, leading to two scales
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of clustering, inter- and intra-clusters. This hierarchical model is applied to
storm cell modelling in North Dakota.
Wiegand and co-authors’ papers [87, 86] consider several construction of
Cox processes incorporating clustering at multiple scales. The nested double-
cluster process is an extension of the Thomas process in an multi-generation
evolution of the population where the offspring become parents and generate
offspring. They consider also the superposition of cluster processes, like the
Thomas process.
Cox processes with constructed covariate
Another way to incorporate both small and large spatial scale structure in
Cox processes is to define a constructed covariate measuring the local structure
of a point pattern associated to an additional spatial effect at medium-long
range. This methodology developed in [51] and applied to koala data is used
again in [52, 49] for other spatial ecological data. They consider a log-Gaussian
Cox process in a Bayesian framework in order to apply the INLA approach for
speeding up the estimation of parameters in comparison to MCMC approaches
that are very time-consuming. [40] used also this approach in the context of
wildfire modelling in Mediterranean France. In the case of a spatial LGCP
model, the method consists in estimating the random field Λ on grid cells si as
follow
Λ(si) = exp
(
β0 + f(zc(si)) +
p∑
k=1
fk(zk(si)) + Y (si)
)
where β0 is the intercept, f(zc(·)) is a function of the constructed covariate zc,
fk, k = 1, · · · , p are functions of the observed covariates zk and Y is a Gaussian
random field taking into account the spatial autocorrelation not explained by
the covariates. This intensity is estimated for each cell si of a grid partitioning
the observation window.
In [51], the constructed covariate at each center point c of the grid cell s
is the distance from c to the nearest point in the pattern outside the grid cell,
i.e zc(s) = minξ∈x\s(‖c− ξ‖). This constructed covariate describes small scale
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inter-individual behavior whereas the random field Y captures the spatial auto-
correlation at a large spatial scale. The space-time and space-mark extensions
of the constructed covariate definition are respectively introduced in [52] and
[49]. In [40] the constructed covariate corresponds to a temporal intensity index
given by the ratio between the number of wildfires observed spatially close to
an other in a specified period and the total number of closed wildfires observed
outside this given period. This covariate measures the temporal wildfire inhi-
bition at close spatial distances induced by the local burn of vegetation after
a wildfire occurrence. [80] fitted a LGCP to rainforest tree species by adding
to the combination of covariates in the log-intensity a spatial random field and
error field. The first random field captures the spatial autocorrelation in point
counts among neighboring grid cells and the second one the clustering within
grid cells, as a nugget effect in geostatistics. The intensity in s ∈ W is thus
given by
Λ(s) = exp
(
β0 +
p∑
k=1
βkzk(s) +
1√
τ
{√
ρ× Y (s) +
√
1− ρ× ǫ(s)
})
where βk are linear effects of observed covariates zk, Y is a spatial random
field with autocorrelation between grid cells and ǫ the error field driving the
aggregation structure within grid cells.
Thinned point processes
Thinning is a an operation allowing to delete points in a point process in
order to obtain a new one with different characteristics. Each point of a point
process has a probability 1−π of deletion, where the retention probability π can
be constant or not, independent of the location point or depending on one to
several points. For Cox processes, this technique is generally applied to create
random local regularity. For example, [6] applied a Mate´rn hard core depen-
dent thinning to a Shot Noise Cox process to obtain short range repulsion with
medium range clustering. For a given point pattern and a specified distance h,
Mate´rn hard core thinning acts by first attaching random positive marks (ar-
rival times) to each point. Subsequently a point is removed if it has a neighbour
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within distance h and with a smaller mark (i.e. the neighbour arrived earlier).
In that way, for a given location ξ, the retention probability π(ξ) is the ratio
between the intensities of the thinned process and the original process at ξ. [56]
extended the definition of interrupted point processes in [81] and [19] and con-
sidered a spatial point process X obtained by an independent thinning driven
by a random process Z on a regular point process Y . An example is given with
Y a Mate´rn hard core process and Z the transformation by a characteristic
function of a Boolean disc model [19].
4. Discussion and conclusion
This paper presents a review of methods for constructing multi-structure
point processes for modelling aggregation and/or inhibition at different spatial
or spatio-temporal scales. We focus our attention on the main two classes of
point processes, namely the Gibbs and Cox processes. Some multi-structure
techniques are specific to a family of point processes, as the hybridization ap-
proach for Gibbs processes or the double-cluster process for Cox processes; oth-
ers are more global, as the superposition or the thinning method, even if they are
respectively more adapted to Gibbs or Cox processes. We could also consider
determinantal point processes to model regularity as in [56] who considered it
instead of the Mate´rn hard core process. Spatio-temporal point processes can
also be defined by conditioning on the past, often used in epidemiology or seis-
mology. For instance, the definition of the conditional intensity in [32] allows
an aggregation of cases in the spatio-temporal spread of the foot and mouth
disease and also a random occurrence of cases in the entire observation domain.
We selected the most relevant references for us in the state-of-the-art of these
types of Gibbs and Cox models to describe these approaches for introducing reg-
ularity in cluster processes and aggregation in repulsive processes. Because these
models are suitable in an environmental and ecological framework, due to the
complexity of mechanisms governing attraction and repulsion of entities (par-
ticles, cells, plants. . . ), we can expect a wide use of these models in many studies.
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